
Quotes from Disaster Seminar Vendors 2016 

 

Lawpay’s CEO Amy Porter:    
It was devastating to hear about the flooding that affected so many in Baton Rouge and surrounding parishes. 
We’re honored to have the chance to partner with the Louisiana State Bar Foundation and help affected 
members of the legal community begin the difficult process of rebuilding their practices.  

Fujitzu’s Senior VP of Product Development Scott Francis:   
 Seeing the devastation caused by the recent floods in Louisiana is difficult to watch. So many people have been 
displaced from their homes and have seen their businesses destroyed.  We’re honored to collaborate with the 
Louisiana State Bar Association in its efforts to provide support to those affected with tools that can help 
lawyers rebuild and move their law practices forward. Digitizing important paper-based information is a critical 
step in the disaster preparedness process to ensure business continuity in the unfortunate event when disaster 
strikes. 
 

Cosmolex’s CEO Rick Kabra:   
We built CosmoLex with mobile access to a "virtual practice on the Cloud" so that lawyers need never lose all 
their operational & financial information to a natural disaster.  Our hearts go out to LA bar members affected by 
the floods, and we wanted to make it easy for them to rebuild online --as an effective insurance policy against 
this kind total loss in the future.  

Clio’s CEO Jack Newton: 
Louisiana's lawyers are providing the local, legal assistance necessary to help families recover from this natural 
disaster. These lawyers are helping even while struggling with their own disrupted lives.  Clio is glad that we can 
help the Louisiana legal community get up and running quickly, so that helping clients can be their first priority.  

Fastcase’s Ed Walters, Jr.:  approved edits and used in release 
Lawyers will stand shoulder-to-shoulder with you when you have a problem. And when lawyers themselves have 
problems, we’re proud to stand with them as well. We’re always stronger together.  

RocketMatter’s CEO Larry Port:  approved edits and used in release  
Headquartered in disaster-prone South Florida, we know personally what it’s like to have property destroyed 
and how to protect against it.  Whether in Louisiana, or any other affected place, we feel the pain and will do 
what we can to help displaced lawyers get back on their feet again.   

MyCase’s Kim Coalson, Senior Vice President:   
The recent extreme flooding in Louisiana highlights the most essential benefits of cloud-based solutions like 
MyCase. We were pleased to offer MyCase subscriptions to law offices affected by the flooding so they can now 
rebuild a safe and secure web-based practice without worry of losing valuable documents again. 

Citrix’s Nate Spilker, vice president of ShareFile SMB:    
We cannot imagine the challenges these attorneys face as they rebuild their businesses and recover important 
files lost in the flooding.  It is an honor to be a part of the recovery webinar and efforts as pulled together by Jim 
Calloway, and to help the Baton Rouge community of attorneys move forward with their businesses. 

 

 

 

 


